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ABSTRACT
Several mechanisms are considered by which hoth pollution and climate change are likely to affect pollination
processes, altering the genetic structure of forest tree populations. Stand density, distance of pollen dispersal,
asynchrony and sexual asymmetry in reproductive efficiency among different genotypes could all be altered,
resulting in rearranged mating systems. Patterns of resource allocation, which are related to paternal
reproductive success, could be modified. The anthropogenic change could interact with male gametophytic
selection and with early zygotic selection, either as a direct stress or by reducing pollen load. Mechanisms
of self-incompatibility could also be modified. This could strongly affect both adaptedness and adaptability
to further changes of forest tree populations.
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of CO, and even more by the shift of climatic
conditions (SHUGART
et al. 1986).
Several effects of human activities increasingly
Environmental changes due both to pollution and
influence the environment on a global scale; we
to the greenhouse effect differ from common natural
generally refer to them as global change. Although
disturbances in that they are unidirectional and relathis concept encompasses many processes, from land
tively fast. Their effects on biological diversity are
use change and habitat fragmentation to the depletion
currently the subject of much research; changes in
of the ozone layer, the scope of the present paper will
species distribution and in ecosystem composition in
be limited to the effects of two of its major comporesponse to climate change are in particular forecast
nents, pollution and the projected climate change.
(BOLIN et a[. 1986; SHANDS& HOFFMAN 1987;
Pollution now constitutes a serious threat both to
PETERS & LOVEJOY1992; SMITHet al. 1992). The
man and to ecosystems in many parts of the world
effect of air pollution on species diversity of ecosys(BRESSER& SALOMONS
1990; LINDBERG et al. 1990)
tems is also investigated (BARRETT& BUSH 1991).
and the relevance of long range, transboundary
The impact of anthropogenic changes on genetic
pollution has become clear. The combined effects of
diversity of plants, in particular, deserves great
several pollution agents on plants and on other comattention, since diversity constitutes the basis both for
ponents of the ecosystems are pointed out as an
physiological performances at the individual level and
important determinant of the forest decline observed
for adaptability to a changing environment at the
in several regions of Europe and of North America
population level.
The genetic structure of a population is affected
(SCHULZE
et al. 1989; TRESHOW
& ANDERSON
1989).
A rise in the atmospheric concentration of C 0 2
by environmental constraints in three different ways.
The death of least fit individuals results in the loss of
and other polyatomic gases was observed during the
past century (SCHNEIDER
1989). These "greenhouse
unfavoured allelic combinations and even alleles
gases" are expected to determine an increase of the
altogether (MULLER-STARCK
1985a, 1989); secondly,
global temperature, eventually resulting in sensible
the effect on the vegetative vigor of plants variously
climate changes worldwide (GOODES& PALUTIKOF reflects on reproductive processes, e.g. altering stand
1992). A global temperature increase of about 2.5 "C
density, plant resource allocation, pistil and pollen
is expected, associated at northern mid latitudes with
formation; thirdly, the biology of reproduction is
stronger precipitations during the winter, but reduced
affected directly by environmental factors acting on
soil moisture during the summer (IPCC 1990). Plants
pollen, ovules, zygotes and seeds.
will be affected directly by the increased availability
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Pollen is particularly exposed to the environment,
due to its temporary independence of the sporophyte;
moreover, in the last few years both reproduction
biologists and geneticists have recognized the preeminent role of pollen in determining plant reproductive
success (MULCAHY1979; BERTIN 1988; STANTOKet
nl. 1992) and in shaping the mating system and
consequently the genetic structure of plant populations
(BROWNet al. 1985).
W e will focus our attention on the effect of
anthropogenic changes on the processes of pollen
formation, pollen dispersal and fertilization, and on
the consequences for genetic diversity of plant populations. These effects will greatly depend upon both
species' life history characteristics and the kind of
disturbance considered. The present paper is therefore
intended only to outline the possible mechanisms of
these processes and to stress the need for further
investigation.
GENE FLOW AND MATING SYSTEM DETERMINANTS

T w o different processes interact during reproduction
in determining the genetic structure of populations:
gene flow and selection acting on reproductive structures, either sporophytic or gametophytic.
The importance of gene flow in shaping the
genetic structure of populations is now generally
acknowledged. Relevant amounts of gene flow due to
pollen dispersal are observed in most plant species,
both wind- and insect-pollinated. SMITHet nl. (199O),
in a survey of 1 7 lodgepole pine (Pinus contortn)
stands of different density, measured even in the most
disperse stands an airb'orne-pollen density almost 50%
of that in pure stands, due to migration from surrounding populations. This is consistent with the
results of paternity analyses: the proportion of offspring identified as having pollen parents outside the
local population (mostly for long-distance dispersal)
was 36 and 43% in two stands of Pseudotsugn
rnenziesii, a wind-pollinated species, and respectively
30 and 50% in Platypodium elegnns and Gleditsin
trincanthos, two insect-pollinated species (ADAMS
1992).
High rates of gene flow prevent local genetic
differentiation, but also low levels of migration, with
little effect on the frequencies of common alleles,
continuously introduce new alleles and genotypes,
thus counterbalancing genetic drift and fixation;
WRIGHT(1948) has shown that for the island model
if 4N1n >> 1 (where N is the effective population size
and m is the rate of gene flow) then genetic drift will

play a minor role. An important function could
therefore be played by even small amounts of long-distance dispersal, very effective in increasing
neighborhood size and often underestimated. As a
result, life history characteristics which enhance gene
flow are associated with high species genetic diversity
(HAMRICKet al. 1981) and with high intrapopulation
diversity (HAMRICK1987).
Migration in plants is due to the movement of
both seeds and pollen: although pollen has only half
the genetic information carried by seeds, the patterns
of pollination which result in a species' mating system
are of utmost importance in perennial outcrossers such
as many gymnosperms and woody angiosperms
(GOVINDARGJU
1988).
The mating system of plants departs under many
respects from the purely random model expected for
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Several mechanisms of
positive and negative assortative mating are present:
the outcrossing rate is reduced not only by the actual
amount of selfing, but also by the spatial structuration
of the population into neighborhoods of genetically
related individuals, resulting in an "effective selfing"
(RITLAND1984); moreover, different genotypes show
different patterns of resource allocation (in terms not
only of investment in reproductive structures, but also
of balance among pollen and ovule production) and
there is often at least a partial incompatibility of their
flowering timing. By altering these determinants of
mating systems, global change could affect in the end
plant genetic diversity.
Amount of selfing and neighborhood size are
affected by the distance of pollen dispersal. According
to WRIGHT (1976) in anemophilous species this is
unrelated to wind speed, but determined by air turbulence, which is expected to be increased by a climate
warming (IPCC 1990). On the other hand, prolonged
precipitation negatively affects pollen dispersal; as
precipitation is expected to increase in mid latitudes
during the winter, species which flower during this
period (e.g. Corylus avellann, Alnus spp., Populus
alba, Frnxinus oxycnrpa) will be negatively affected.
Both outcrossing rate and neighborhood size are
however more variable in self-compatible entomophilous species, and greatly depend on pollinator activity
and behaviour (BROWNet al. 1989). The synchrony
between anthesis and life cycles of pollinating animals
could be disrupted by changes in climate as well as
by pollution (SMITH 1981). On the other hand, at high
latitudes and altitudes a climatic warming could
hasten pollinator activity. This would result not only
in higher outcrossing rates, but also in increased seed
sets, as in cold and damp conditions reproduction is
sometimes pollination-limited (CAMPBELL1987). The

consequent increase of the effective population size is
the primary condition for a shift northward and
upward of specific natural ranges (PETERS& LOVEJOY
1992).
The timing of male and female activities of
different genotypes (nicking) is under a combination
of genetic and environmental control, and temperature
plays a major role in it. EL-KASSABYand DAVrDsON
(1991) observed an increased frequency of heterozygotes in seeds from plants subjected to an overhead
spray cooling treatment; this was partly attributed to
an increased outcrossing rate, as the treatment shortened the pollination period and crossing was therefore
possible among previously asynchronous clones. A
warming, on the contrary, would presumably prolong
the pollination season, resulting in an opposite effect.
Warm and dry conditions are also known to reduce
the duration of pollen discharge of individual plants
(FRANKEL& GALUN1977), thus exalting asynchrony.
Temperature changes could also interact with
sexual asymmetry in reproductive efficiency of
different genotypes. Paternal and maternal reproductive success of monoecious plants (as number of
offspring sired through either pollen or ovules) is
generally unbalanced in each plant, different among
genotypes and variable in time under the effect of the
environment (MULLER-STARCK
& ZIEHE 1984). This
sexually asymmetrical fertility will promote outcrossing and heterozygosity if male and female fertilities
are negatively correlated within the same plant, as
genotypes producing many ovules will release little
pollen and will therefore most likely cross with genotypes producing much pollen instead (ZIEHE 1985).
SCHOENand STEWART(1987) pointed out that if male
and female fertilities are correlated within years, the
opposite mechanism will lead to heterozygote frequencies below Hardy-Weinberg expectations. In response
to environmental changes, however, a shift in resource
allocation from female to male function in sensitive
plants is expected and often observed. This seems to
support the hypothesis of an increase in outcrossing
and heterozygosity under negative association.
Stand density has been strongly reduced in
extreme cases of forest decline and is expected to be
affected by global warming. This could result in
increased levels of inbreeding, as each plant would be
reached by a decreasing amount of pollen from other
individuals. The relationship between stand density
and mating systems is however controversial and
probably depends on specific or local characteristics
(HAMRICK1989; MITTON1992).
MORGANTEet nl. (1991), for example, compared
two Picea nbies populations with markedly different
stand densities. They did not observe significant
0ARBORA PUBLISHERS

differences in multi-locus estimates of outcrossing
rates; on the other hand, single locus estimate discrepancies suggested higher population substructuring
associated with low density, resulting in an excess of
homozygotes.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Sexual selection is the differential production or siring
of offsprings by individuals of one sex as a result of
mate selection (BERTIN1988); it is due to differential
patterns of resource allocation (different pollen
production among individuals) as well as to incompatibility mechanisms (sporophytic incompatibility,
gametophytic partial incompatibility involved in male
gametophytic selection and in early zygotic selection).
The amount of pollen produced widely changes
among genotypes (ADAMS 1982). This different
investment in reproductive structures reflects in
differential paternal success (SCHOEN & STEWART
1986. 1987): under certain assumptions (lack of pollen
selection. wide pollen dispersal) the number of seeds
sired by a paternal plant is positively correlated to the
amount of pollen produced.
In general, resource allocation to reproductive
organs is reduced in stressed plants, particularly in
perennial species (BARRETT& BUSH 1991), and an
increase in pollen production is observed only in the
terminal phase preceding plant death. Pollution in
particular is reported to inhibit flower formation
(SMITH1981).
From an evolutionary standpoint, this is probably
the principal effect of the reduction in plant productivity induced by anthropopenic changes, o n which most
research has focused: if the reproductive output of a
plant is resource-limited, any vegetative disadvantage
will result in reproductive damage as well, allowing
for selection even in the absence of lethal stresses.
OWENS and BLAKE (1985) reviewed the direct
effects of environmental factors on pollen formation
and development; contrasting effects on pollen production of drought, plant warming and fertilization as
could result from pollution are reported, depending on
the species considered and on the timing of treatment.
Pollen formation and development are negatively
affected in conifers by extreme temperatures, in
particular low temperatures (ANDERSON 1980, ALAMI
et nl. 1988, GIANNINI
1988) which can also result in
floral abnormalities (ANDERSON et 01. 1969). On the
other hand, most temperate forest trees have a winter
cold requirement for pollen development, different
among populations in accord with local climate.
Increased temperatures could therefore have opposite
effects in different environments.
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The effect of environmental factors on paternal
success is under genetic control; there is a strong year
x genotype interaction in pollen production (SCHMIDTLING 1983) and the comparative paternal success of
different clones therefore changes both over years and
among sites ( M ~ ~ L L E R - S T A R1985b).
CK
BROWNet nl.
(1989), however, questioned the significance of these
genetically-based differences in reproductive success,
usually observed in seed orchards: natural populations
are expected to be tuned to the local environment and
consequently to b e much more homogeneous in their
response.
Vegetative vigor of the paternal plant reflects not
only on the amount of pollen produced, but also on its
size and composition, which in turn could affect
pollen performances and fertilization (STEPHENSONet
al. 1992); YOUNGand STANTON(1990) for example
observed that pollen success in fertilization was
related to the nutrient conditions in which paternal
plants were grown. This view is consistent with the
observation that pollen from individuals damaged by
air pollution shows decreased viability and germination (BELLANI et a / . 1988).

POLLINATION PROCESSES ...

mean fitness, i.e. to a reduction of genetic load and of
population genetic diversity; due to the peculiarities of
male gametophytic selection, the pace of adaptation is
expected to be particularly fast.
Several components of global change are reported
to affect plant genetic diversity through male gametophytic selection.
Both high (HERRERO & JOHNSON1980) and low
temperatures (ZAMIR& GADISH1987) applied to
pollen resulted in enhanced resistance in the offspring.
Cold treatment was particularly effective when applied
during pollen function, much less s o during pollen
formation (ZAMIR1983). Overlapping gene expression
between pollen and the sporophyte was also demonstrated for copper tolerance: pollen from plants
selected for metal resistance performed better in a
polluted medium (SEARCY& MULCAHY1985a) and
a more metal tolerant progeny was produced by pollen
from copper treated plants (SEARCY & MULCAHY
1985b).
It is still unclear, on the contrary, whether air
pollution can result in male gametophytic selection.
Pollen of many species is known to be highly
sensitive to air pollutants, in concentrations lower than
required for foliar injury (COX 1987). WOLTERSand
M A L E GAMETOPHYTIC SELECTION
MARTENS(1987) summarized the effects of several
agents both on pollen germinability and on pollen
Even greater consequences of anthropogenic changes
tube
growth. They stressed however the great depenon the genetic structure of populations could arise in
dence
of results not only upon species and pollution
Angiosperms from male gametophytic selection
agent
considered,
but also upon experimental condi(MULCAHY1979).
tions. Pollen resulted in particular less sensitive to air
Pollen grains are already subject to competition
pollution in in vivo experiments, probably due to the
for resources and to selection within the anther
buffering capacity of the stigmatic surface ( C o x
(MULCAHYet al. 1992), but they are at this stage
1984).
sheltered from any selective pressure from outside.
It should also be noted that pollen performances
At germination both pollen germinability and the
(germinability
and pollen tube growth) are not always
rate of the pollen tube growth through the style are
good
predictors
of genetically-based siring ability
controlled predominantly by expressed gametophytic
(STEPHENSONet nl. 1988).
genes (ZAMIR 1983); at the same time they are
The sensitivity to ozone of pollen and of foliar
affected by environmental conditions (i.e. by the outer
tissues was demonstrated to be correlated among
environment buffered by the stigma and by the
varieties of several crop species (FEDER& SULLIVAN
maternal tissues themselves). In the presence of a
1969); no such correlation was found however in
sufficient number of pollen grains on the stigmatic
surface, the race for fertilization provides the occasion
P i m ~ sstrobus (BENOIT et nl. 1982). VENNE e f 01.
(1989) observed in poplar clones a genetically-based
for effective selection, all the more effective as in
haploid pollen single alleles are exposed (OTTAVIANO difference in the effect of in vivo O3 fumigation on
& MULCAHY 1989).
reproduction, but it was related only to maternal
D u e to the large overlap between sporophyte- and
genotype.
pollen-expressed genes (MASCARENHAS1990), this
Sterility resulting in different provenances of
male gametophytic selection is expected to affect the
L e p i c l i ~ mvirgitiicu~izL. fronl in vivo SO2 fumigations
vegetative response of the offspring to the same
was observed to be inversely related to ambient air
environmental pressure (OTTAVIANOet crl. 1988;
SO2 concentrations experienced in the place of origin
(MURDY 1979), suggesting the evolution of tolerance
MULCAHYet nl. 1988). If the environmental pressure
by the reproductive system in natural populations.
keeps constant, selection will lead to an increased

C o x (1989) obtained contrasting results: of four
species analyzed, only Pirus strubus showed a significant difference in pollen response to acidity among
provenances and this was probably related to adaptation to local edaphic conditions.
VENNE et al. (1989), based on the differential
effects of in vitro SO, fumigation on pollen germination and pollen tube growth in different Scots pine
genotypes, predicted large consequences of air pollution for differential male reproductive success.
It is however unclear whether male gametophytic
selection does occur in conifers. The number of pollen
grains per ovule is normally not greater than five.
Moreover, first-pollination primacy was demonstrated
experimentally in Douglas-fir (OWENS & SIMPSON
1982); the second pollination was less effective than
the first pollination even with a delay of just five
minutes (WEBBER& YEH 1987). Under these conditions, random factors are likely to predominate on
competition among pollen grains for fertilization.
On the other hand, early zygotic selection is likely
to occur in conifers. Most conifers have several
archegonia per ovule; if several pollen grains are
sucked with the pollination drop, they fertilize different archegonia to produce embryos with different
genotypes. Early zygotic selection results in only one
of them to survive; the causes of abortion are unknown, but temperature at pollination was suggested
as one possible determinant (OWENS & MOLDER
1980); the process is supposed to favour heterozygotes. As already mentioned, EL-KASSABYand DAVIDSON (1991) observed an increased seed heterozygosity
when the pollination period was reduced by an
overhead cooling treatment. They suggested that this
could have determined greater pollen loads per ovule;
this would have resulted in enhanced early zygotic
selection, since under normal conditions the number
of pollen grains per ovule is positively related to the
number of fertilization events (CROOK& FRIEDMAN
1992).
Both male gametophytic selection and early
zygotic selection could therefore be reduced by
pollution, were this to induce low pollen germinability
and therefore reduce pollen load.
The interaction between stylar genotype and either
pollen or paternal genotype results in negative ("self-incompatibility") or positive assortative mating
("self-advantage"). The intensity of this interaction is
reported to be affected by environmental factors. It
was suggested, for example, that self-incompatibility
could be removed by CO, (WOLTERS& MARTENS
et al.
1987) and affected by temperature (STEPHENSON
1992).
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This is consistent with the view of GREGORIUS
(1989b) that gametophytic incompatibility is often
relative and as such coincides with male gametophytic
selection. It could be involved in the preservation of
polymorphism: when one allele is favoured both on
heterozygous and on the opposite homozygous pistils,
increasing selfing results in endangered polymorphism, but the effect is counteracted by high pollination densities. It is therefore apparent the importance
of pollen load; as above outlined, this could be
variously affected by anthropogenic changes (e.g.
through their effect on stand density, on pollen
production and on pollen viability).
CONCLUSIONS

Pollution and climate change are likely to affect
pollination processes in several ways, altering both
gene flow and selection. This will result in contrasting
effects on the adaptedness of plant populations to a
changed environment and on their adaptability to
further changes (GREGORIUS1989a). Reduced gene
flow among populations and enhanced selection would
result in a greater mean population fitness (lower
genetic load). This is thought to constitute the mechanism of adaptation to air pollution (BRADSHAW&
MCNEILLY1991). On the other hand, this reduction
of genetic diversity would reduce the plasticity of the
population in a changing environment. A s climate
change seems to be unpredictable on a local scale, the
conservation of diversity will probably be a crucial
factor.
The effects on endangered species require a
particular attention: increased gene flow could be
either beneficial (avoiding genetic drift) or detrimental
(by interspecific hybridization and outbreeding depression) depending on specific conditions (ELLSTRAND
1992).
Much research has been done in the last two
decades on pollination and its significance for population genetics. A s it results from this outline, however,
many questions still need to be answered and many
mechanisms to be quantified. Moreover, several
results obtained on herbs or crop species still have to
be tested on conifers and forest trees in general.
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